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April 2021 — Newsbrief
Welcome to the April newsletter. The winds of change that started to blow just over 12 months ago,
continue to engulf General Practice. Covid pandemic followed by Covid vaccine with lashings of escripts and
Active Ingredient Prescribing rules have meant that there has been an awful lot of rules and changing
processes to keep up with. I’m sure there are a lot of Doctors and staff in General Practice who just want the
world to stay the same for a few months. There is helpful vaccine information everywhere (possibly too
much), I’ve tried to collate links to the best bits on my website here.

One consequence of the last 12 months or so is that certain companies have quickly adapted
their products to help practices do their jobs and as a consequence of that I believe a whole bunch of people
have got better at using their software. This doesn’t necessarily augur well for my future customer retention,
but it’s still been good to see. The people at PenCS have updated their PenCat tool to include around
vaccination levels and at risk patients, and you can read about it on page 7.
Credit again has to go to HotDoc as they evolved their product to include the option of vaccine related
questionnaires and triage. With the initial supply of vaccines less than what was originally anticipated, I get
the sense that many practices are just taking phone bookings for their vaccine clinics. Nevertheless, it pays to
check out what they offer at their Covid-19 Vaccine Hub. Of particular interest might be the software specific
guides to setting up a clinic appointment book.
I mentioned the free Best Practice add-on called BetterConsult in my April newsletter last year. This
program sends an sms to booked patients who are invited to complete an online questionnaire. This assists
in potentially triaging the patients by giving the practice forewarning of the patients circumstances, as well as
giving the GP the ability to post the information into the consultation notes. The product is now updated so
that the standard questions asked of a vaccine candidate are asked in the pre-survey and forwarded to the
practice-pre-arrival. In line with being a free product there is not a lot of promotional material, but you can
see how it works here.
Vaccination Tip - Your clinical software will upload vaccinations to AIR through the standard batching
process, but a local nurse who uses MD saw a situation where some of her vaccines weren’t
being passed from MD to Pracsoft. She spoke to MD who advised her that with this vaccine only, if you
re-enter some of the say, batch number information, there is a chance that the Send to Air checkbox may
become unchecked. Sounds a little suspect to me, and we couldn’t replicate it, but bottom line, eyeball that
checkbox before you click Save.
Please note the following Healthink EDI changes, main listing here:

eReferral

Dr Andrew Black
Dr Nathan Dwyer
Dr David Russell
Dr Shamim Samedani

Cardiologist
Cardiologist
Cardiologist
Gastroenterologist

Cardiology Tasmania
Cardiology Tasmania
Cardiology Tasmania
Central Gastroenterology

carditas
carditas
carditas
cntgastr

Cardiology Tasmania deliver outreach cardiology diagnostic services to various rural and socio-economically
disadvantaged areas of Tasmania. You can download the referral forms here.
Central Gastroenterology Hobart (Drs Corrie Studd and Shamim Samedani) are relocating to:
Suite 2a, Level 2, 34 Argyle Street from Friday 9th April 2021
New Fax No is 6240 6977
Phone number 6214 3340 and Healthlink EDI cntgastr are unchanged

Templates

The following new or updated templates are available at my website here:


Adverse Event following Immunisation (National) (NAEFI) form



RHH Imaging Request
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eScripts

It may surprise you to know that over 40,000 escripts had been prescribed by Tasmanian GPs in the
period up until mid January according to a video on the subject I watched recently. In the same timeframe
93% of PBS community pharmacies in the state had dispensed an escript at some point.
A key enabler of escripts of course is that your doctors are registered with ERX, which is most easily
verified by the presence of a barcode on their paper scripts. Plenty of practices have the odd doctor that isn’t
registered. I would certainly encourage practices to add “register with erx” to their New Doctor checklist.
Active Ingredient Prescribing has been law since February 1st, and it’s fair to say there has been the
odd teething problem. There’s an article here that talks about the state of play eight weeks down the track,
and a quite listenable podcast available here. Note that both items are provided by Best Practice, but the
issues translate quite happily to other clinical software.

MyHR

There is no doubt that if clinicians were more comfortable and first-hand with the MyHR, their lives
would be easier over the next couple of months. Though I write about it constantly, I still see jaws drop in
practice land when I show people they can access AIR information in seconds through the MyHR. Whilst it’s
affirming to receive the gratification from people who have just been shown something helpful, it comes with
the bittersweet revelation that I may be the only person that reads my newsletter!
It’s also true that if the general public were more comfortable MyGov, MyHR and the apps that can
access it, then life for practices would be easier over the next couple of months. Patient’s could be totally
self-sufficient in proving or checking their immunisation status, it’s as simple as that.
Anybody suggesting that practices promote this stuff to patients in the current climate would risk being
crucified and rightly so, (although it’s the right time of year!) But imagine if someone could show or tell
patients that:
It’s easy to create a MyGov account:
www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/individuals/online-help/create-mygov-account
It’s easy to link your MyGov account to either your MyHR and/or Medicare.
www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/individuals/online-help/link-service-mygov-without-online-account
Or
www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/individuals/online-help/link-service-mygov-using-existing-online-account
It’s easy to access your MyHr through a mobile App
www.digitalhealth.gov.au/my-health-record-and-apps
You can choose from a couple of free apps.

Healthi

HealthNow

Snug

Medicare Express Plus

Healthi and HealthNow are free, Snug is only free to St Lukes and HCF members
Medicare Express Plus is free and talks directly to your Medicare details, you don’t need a MyHR.

Did you know that even if you aren’t Medicare or DVA eligible, you can still sign up for a MyHR
www.digitalhealth.gov.au/mhr-without-medicare-details
So, in the spirit of “teach a man/woman/non-binary to fish”………….
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MD

In the December issue, I referenced the Actions system in Best Practice. An almost identical system
exists in MD and is often under-utilised. Whilst it usually does not result in the patient being contacted, it can
be a useful prompt for any clinician whilst the patient is attending.
I can think of three types of Actions:
1) A prompt for any Dr or Nurse during the next patient consultation

2) A prompt for the Action creator only during the next patient consultation
3) A prompt for specific person that does not rely on the patient record being opened
You create an action from the patient record by going to the Clinical menu and selecting Action List.

The first screen you will see will be a list of any Actions that are already in the system for the patient,
both overdue or due now or in the future. When you click the Add button, you will be presented with the
Recall list for the practice, but this is not what we want to use Actions for, (although you could). Write in the
action that you want performed and the date you want the action to become active. If you word the action
carefully it will be evident to others whether the action can be performed by any doctor or nurse, or that it’s
for actioning by the GP that created it. As you can see by the graphic, you can allocate an action to another
Dr (but sadly not another nurse).
Once the action has been created, anybody that goes into the patient record within 7 days of the
Action being due, will be prompted by a pop-up box.

Note that the box shows Actions due, and ones that are overdue. Check the box at top right to show all of
the Actions in the system for the patient. It’s an integral part of any follow-up system, that we mark off the
item once we have dealt with it. This is done by selecting the Action and clicking Mark as performed.

You will see that the Action created in the first graphic did not show in the second. That is because
that particular Action is a few weeks off in the future still. We could have displayed it by checking the
Show all actions box. Note that if we have dismissed the initial pop-up window for Actions, we can always
retrieve it later from the Clinical menu, selecting Action List.
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MD

Actions continued...
This system wouldn’t be much help if we needed to go into the patient record to see the Action
prompt. Luckily you can view the actions without having to open a patient record. Thus a GP or Nurse can
have an individual reminder list, that does not depend on remembering a patient’s name. You can access
this from the main Medical Director window by selecting Clinical..Outstanding Actions from the menu bar.

From here, we can filter the list by a specific Dr, (but sadly not a specific Nurse). However we can sort
by provider to group any nurse created ones. So we have an Action list that may be regularly checked by the
GP and even used as a type of To-Do list. Note that any Actions performed can be marked off from this
screen too (buttons not depicted in graphic)
You may see lots of Actions on these lists that start with the word Recall. It may be a part of the
practice protocol to add outstanding recalls to the Action list once a reminder for the recall has been sent
out, in which case this is fine. However a lot of practices don’t do this, but do inadvertently drop recalls into
the Actions list, by leaving the Add to Outstanding Actions list checkbox checked when they are Updating a
recall, either by completing it or after generating a mail merge. If moving Recalls to the Action list isn’t part
of your practice protocol you can ignore or delete these.
Hobart/Launceston/NW Pathology tip.
If you are using the properly configured request screen for this provider, (The Print/Send button is a
good indicator) you can access extra information on the taking of certain test samples, by right clicking on
the test and selecting Additional info as depicted below.
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BP

A few practices have converted to Best Practice of late, so I thought it might be good to revisit a
couple of issues around documents coming into the system.
As far as storage goes, GPs can change the target storage location of a document through their inbox
checking activities. Default settings usually have documents heading for the right location anyway, but there
are a few plain text THS documents that will default to being stored in Investigations, rather than
Correspondence In, and if the checking GP isn’t alert to this, they will be stored incorrectly in the record.
While they can be mover to the right area in the patient record via a right-click menu, it’s preferrable to have
them defaulting to the right location.
You fix this by noting what BP calls the document and then setting a default location for it under
Setup..Configuration..Results Import..Set Storage Locations.

Add new documents using the Add button, it’s as simple as that.
Admin staff in a practice should be daily visitors to the Incoming Reports screen, found under the View
menu. Once here, checking the Show unallocated only check box will reveal all documents that are not
matched to a Doctor or patient. Now the task is to allocate these documents appropriately. For a patient it
may often be a spelling error or that the sender or the practice has transposed the first and last names.
Having to allocate to a Dr may have similar causes as well as the fact that THS hospitals frequently send
documents addressed to the practice generically.

You fix this by determining the Dr that the patient has been seeing and using the Allocate to Doctor button
accordingly. Similarly, use the Allocate to Patient button if the patient name is the issue.
Another scenario can occur where a Dr at the practice has agreed to look at all the documents generically
addressed to the practice, or has agreed to “check the mail” for a colleague while they are on leave. In the
example above, not only am I redirecting a document a document addressed to me to go to the Inbox of Dr
Findacure, but I’m also making it a permanent alias, which means that from now on, every document
addressed to me will go to Dr Findacure’s Inbox.
This is a very handy feature, but bigger practices especially should check their permanent aliases
every now and then to ensure that all is working as intended.
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BP

You can view the permanent Aliases from the View menu on the same screen.

You should do this periodically to ensure that the connections that you have established previously
are still appropriate for the practice needs.
Still dealing with incoming documents, I find that sometimes administration staff are not shown the
most efficient to look for a result when a patient calls to enquire. Basically a document that has arrived at
the practice will either be, waiting to be checked or checked and in the patient record. Do not worry about
scouring the record or wondering which Drs inbox it is in.
There are only two places to look:
Unchecked documents - View…. Incoming Reports

Checked documents - View...Investigation reports
Both of these screens have a find patient function so you can very quickly ascertain the status of a document
if it has arrived at the practice. Note that if you are involved in the active follow-up of results, I would totally
recommend using the Follow-up Inbox screen accessed from the Clinical menu or the “blonde lady” icon. This
screen has a heap more functionality, including the ability to check for future appointments for the patient
and book them. Sadly though, it does not have an individual patient search function.
GP InBox concerns
Sometimes I see GP Inboxes with results sitting there that are months old, and this troubles me. I see
records that are stored away from the patient record as an area of risk. Admittedly there is a Patient has
unchecked reports alert that should see most of the fires put out, but it still worries me. I get the sense that
this is mainly done by GPs to ensure that a result or group of results do not drop off their radar, as they feel
there is more follow-up to be done.
The thing is that this is a work-around where one is possibly not needed at all. Best Practice provides
ways for GPs to remind themselves of things whilst allowing the patient record to be up-to-date as far as
received documents go. If your practice protocol for result follow-up is robust then the very act of marking
something for follow-up and finally marking it as Given should ensure that the practice in general does not
lose track of the follow-up process.
If the GP wants a more personal reminder then I would suggest using the Actions facility that Best
Practice provides. I want into this in reasonable detail on page 4 of the December newsletter and I would
urge newly converted practices to read this article or revisit it. One thing I didn’t mention in this article is
that these Actions can be created straight from the GP Inbox.
Time for a quick bottom of the page filling handy tip. Occasionally in BP you may create a Healthlink
Smartforms document, send it, but not see it appear in Correspondence Out. Similarly a GP may look up a
patient’s Health Identifier, but still not see escript buttons when they return to the Current RX for the
patient. The remedy is, hit the F5 button. The F5 button refreshes the page when you are using an internet
browser, and essentially does the same thing when you are looking at the patient record in Best Practice.
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PenCat

March saw a new release of Cat4, labelled as version 4.32. It was a relatively minor update, with a
couple of tweaks and some bug fixes. The next release is scheduled to contain some dedicated COVID19
vaccination reports to go with an update to TopBar which will feature a COVID-19 Vaccine Monitoring App,
which will highlight if the patient is eligible and their vaccine status. In the meantime there are some cohort
identifying recipes here.
The people at PenCat have been working with the Heart Foundation on developing resources for
identifying people eligible for a Heart Health Check. The TopBar MBS app has had the Item number added to
it and there are some Cat4 recipes here for identifying eligible patients.
Some of the other changes in 4.32 include:
 Patient numbers added to the vertical bar charts
 New STI test names and screening mammogram mappings
 Review of MBS attendance filter Item N.O.s and addition of RACF telehealth
items.
 Added new Automatic High Risk category to the CV Event Risk Graph. People in
this category are not assessed using the risk algorithm because they have any of
the following conditions or factors:
 Diabetes and age >60 years
 Diabetes with microalbuminuria (> 20 mcg/min or urinary albumin:
creatinine ratio >2.5 mg/mmol for males, >3.5 mg/ mmol for females)
 Moderate or severe chronic kidney disease (persistent proteinuria or
estimated glomerular filtration raterate [eGFR] <45 mL/min//1.73 m2 )
 A previous diagnosis of familial hypercholesterolaemia
 Systolic blood pressure ?180 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure ?110
mmHg
 Serum total cholesterol >7.5 mmol/L
 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander adults aged over 74
Lastly there is a new report called ‘Pneumococcal At Risk’ for all patients at risk by age and ethnicity.
The new report will also show the reason for being at risk as well as the date of the last immunisation
Breaking News
The 4.32.2 release includes a graph showing which patients have been vaccinated against
Covid as well as an At Risk graph showing the high and moderate risk patients as well as whether they have
been vaccinated and which dose they have received. Pen’s criteria for which patients are at high or
moderate risk, as well as other vaccine target group recipes can be found here.
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